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Not such a Dumbo: How elephants flirt, argue
and have feelings just like humans
By David Wilkes
Last updated at 2:43 AM on 6th June 2011
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No family outing would be complete without a squabble over directions.
Now conservationists have discovered such rows – so familiar to thousands who went on half-term trips last
week – are just as common among herds of elephants thundering across Africa’s vast plains.
It is one of several striking features of their intriguing social system which suggest their behaviour is
remarkably similar to that of humans.

In the world’s longest continuous study of elephants, researchers who have spent nearly 40 years observing
their behaviour at the Amboseli National Park in Kenya say the animals use complex communications in
what appear to be discussions over which route to take.
They also use body language and sounds in other distinctly human ways, rubbing shoulders or entwining
trunks as a greeting and folding their trunk under their tusks as an invitation to play.
A calf may reassure itself by sucking its trunk, just like a human baby sucks its thumb.
And female elephants sometimes appear to flirt by glancing over their shoulders at suitors with their eyes
opened wide.
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We are family: The study, which lasted almost 40 years, found that elephant behaviour is similar to humans

The study found that elephants empathise with each other a lot more than previously realised - they had long been known to
grieve over their dead

Negotiations over directions often begin with a common signal known as the ‘let’s go’ rumble.
The elephants then engage in lengthy exchanges until a consensus is reached and the herd moves off in the
chosen direction.
Phyllis Lee, of Stirling University, Scotland – co-editor of The Amboseli Elephants, a new book revealing the
research – said elephants can take up to an hour discussing which way to go. ‘It’s wonderful to watch and a
real process of negotiation,’ she said.
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ELEPHANT TALK
‘Periscope’ or S-shaped trunk: curious or expectant
Shoulder rubbing: greeting or group bonding
Trunks entwined: saying ‘hello’ to another elephant
Trunk folded under tusks: come and play with me
Standing tall: aggressive or assertive
Trunk sucking: calf reassuring itself
Side-on stance plus rumble: ‘Let’s go'
The study provides further evidence for elephants’ capacity for empathy. They have long been known to
display human traits such as grief, but the research shows they may also wince at each other’s pain.
In one example, when a young elephant approached an electric fence, an older female ‘looked alarmed,
waiting for it to get zapped’, said Cynthia Moss, who founded the Amboseli Elephant Research Project in
1972.
Miss Moss told New Scientist magazine: ‘Her posture and blinking eyes showed she was wincing.’
Other elephants have been seen pulling out tranquilliser darts from fellow herd members. Two were once
seen propping up another between them after it was tranquillised.
The researchers, who have tracked 2,500 elephants, argue that the animals have brain power comparable
to apes, but not as advanced as dolphins or humans.
‘One thing we can say with confidence is that elephants live in a very complex social system,’ said Miss
Moss. ‘The core is the family unit, made up of related females and their offspring. But there are layers of
relationships between the families resulting in bond groups, clans and sub-populations.’
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Now if only they could pick up a rifle and shoot the poachers...
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- Tardigrades, Stroud, 06/6/2011 00:38
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¨elephant behaviour is similar to humans¨ My guess is that they are a lot nicer than humans .. at least to each other.
- Poppy, Paris, 06/6/2011 00:23
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They are ACE!
- lee, west yorkshire, 05/6/2011 23:12
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Elephants are such beautiful caring beings, I just love them.
- WS, NWales, 05/6/2011 21:03
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Others have been seen removing branches caught or pulling out tranquilliser darts from another elephants’ body. Two
elephants were once seen propping up another between them after it was tranquillised. Is this so unique for the animal kingdom
to have some common sense to look after one another? Please give these wonderful creatures a break from condescending
silly nitwits who probably drive the Elephant round the block with frustration of being followed for the last 40 odd years! I have
birds in my garden that look after their young ones......... They even stuff food in their mouths................Wow!!!
- Stranger than fiction with the x factor, London, 05/6/2011 20:12
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GADGET REVIEWS
Magicbox Parabola
For years the radio has been the unloved child of the digital revolution – but once you've got one it is hard to see why.
Memorex Dual Alarm Clock Radio
After failing to find a replacement that caters for all my needs, and trialling many 'new' alarm clocks over the years, I’ve finally
found one.
Suunto M4 sports watch
Once you get over the feeling that you must be ill or at risk in some way to be monitoring your heart rate, the data supplied by
this device offers some real surprises.
Google Nexus S smartphone
The Samsung Google Nexus S proved a rollercoaster of emotions for the first couple of weeks.
Review: Wireless TDK headphones
Straight out of the box and the TDK WR700 headset looks compact enough to wear on the Tube, with the cushioned earpieces
offering a snug fit that.
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Vogel iPad WallMount
Oh no, not another iPad accessory that I'll struggle to find a use for... Admittedly, that was my first thought when Vogel's iPad
wall mount landed on my desk.
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